
Pizza Card           By Tanya Batrak 

Materials Used: Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; Warm Sunset (YO3); Seville Orange 
(OR4); Crimson Red (RD4); Hot Cocoa (BR2); Cool Grey (CG8); one bronze brad; white 
cardstock. 

Instructions: 

1. Cut two equal size circles and one circle 1 cm smaller from a white cardstock. I cut 
all three circles twice to glue them together to make the parts thicker. Trim the edge 
of the smaller circle to make the gear teeth. Cut the edge of one of the bigger circles a 
bit to form the uneven edge of the pizza base. You will also need small circles for 
salami, pieces in a shape of mushroom and grated cheese, and small rings for sliced 
olives.  



2. Color the edge of the pizza base with the brush tip using Warm Sunset, Hot Cocoa 
and Seville Orange. Color the center of the pizza base with the Crimson Red infusing 
the color before coloring for 3 seconds.   

3. Color the small circles with the Crimson Red and Hot Cocoa to make the salami 
slices. Add some dots with the white pen. Color the mushrooms and the olive circles 
with the Cool Grey, and the grated cheese with the Warm Sunset. Print or write the 
sentiment on a piece of white cardstock. Trim the sentiment in a shape of piece of 
pizza and adhere it on the colored circle. 



4. Adhere all colored pieces on a colored pizza base. 

5. Cut a piece in the circle with the uneven edge to make a window for the sentiment. 
Repeat the steps 2 and 3 – color and adhere all pieces on the circle with the window.  



6. Glue the third white circle (this will be the bottom) and the circle with the window 
(this will be the cover) together using the small paper circle. 

7. Insert the circle with the sentiment and the gear teeth edge inside, center and make 
the small hole in all three circles. Put a brad in the hole.  



You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http://blog.chameleonpens.com, 
on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Tanya’s blog at http://
tanyabatrak.com

http://www.chameleonpens.com

